Electronic Locking Solution
KEYPAD OPTION

Would you like to swim and sunbathe carefree on the beach? Are you
worried that someone might still your personal belongings while you are
trying to cool in the water? Trust us and securely lock your personal
belongings in lockers. We have developed a solution – an electronic locking
system for lockers with PIN code.
Electronic locker renting

PIN code as a locker key
Alarm in case of break-in
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• System description
The swimmer (user) can rent the locker for a minimal cost and for a certain time. The time and rent
restrictions can be determined in device’s operating parameters. The process of acquisition, renting and
locking of the locker are carried out on the user interface, where the user inserts the coins into the coin
acceptor, enters the number of chosen locker (free lockers are open) and types in 4 digit PIN code.

After completing the hiring procedure the user has 1 minute or as set in operating parameters to go to the
chosen locker, put their belongings inside and close the locker door. In the event that the user has already
completed the locking procedure, but did not manage to close the locker door in time, they need to repeat
the hiring procedure with the same locker number and the same PIN code, but this time without payment.
By entering a locker number and a PIN code user unlocks the locker that he have hired.
In the time frame for which user hired the locker he can unlock and lock it as many times as we wish, by
using the same PIN code that he have used when he hired the locker. After 24 hours expire (or as set in
operating parameters) user needs to pay to unlock the locker.
All the system needs to operate is access to electricity. The parameters of the system (renting time, master
and setup codes) are inserted through the user interface into the locker controller. Thus gives you the
possibility to change the renting time or other parameters. The system also ensures safety, in case of
brake-in the alarm goes on.

• System Components
Electronic Lock (Code: MTLKEG)

Locker Controller (Code: LC16AEKP)

Display Keypad (Code: DSKP)

EURO Coin acceptor (Code: CAEU2)
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